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Microfilmed Oct.
TRACT 23919
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

Note: All ties left in curve

BASSWOOD AVENUE & SHORTVIEW DRIVE

() Ties

No. Scale & Prod. Lot 13

E. 25' S.
Southern

Shortview

Lot 57

West of

10' Parkway
TRACT 23919
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
Surveyed by Engineering Service Corps 6-25-59
SANDERS, NAMPHAL STTARE

Note: All Edg - Lt in Curve

E.T. Line & Little Bow Road

E Ties

Existing S. Curb

No Scale
SURVEY OF E TIES
SURVEY BY: J. D. Johnson, RE 1668
DATE: 5-15-51

Wing Line Tr. 21008

Alley

Prospero Drive
SURVEY OF Lot 37

SURVEY BY: H.E. Johnson

DATE: 5-1-57

F.B. Po.

TR. No. 21003
SURVEY OF 4 TIES

SURVEY BY H. Johnson RE7668

DATE 5-20-57

DUNNEIS ST

SUNSET AV

LOT

LOT

LOT

LOT

40' 40'

40.35

40.16

46.27

15000

66.47

66.47

220

66.50

18000

F. B. 2096: 19
SURVEY OF

SURVEY BY

DATE

5-20-59

TR. No. 23971

CO.SUR. F.B. 2096: 22
CO., SUR. F.B. 2096: 24

SURVEY OF TIES ON FISH CANYON, F.B. 448, Pg. 24/27
SURVEY BY ROAD AND ROYAL OAKS DR. TR. NO. 75089
DATE: ADAMS & ELLS

SHEET 2 OF 3 SHEETS
SURVEY OF TIES ON FREEBORN ST. F.B. 448 PC 27 22
SURVEY BY FIELDVIEW AVE.
DATE ADAMS & ELLS
TR. NO. 23089

FREEBORN ST.

FIELDVIEW AVENUE
SURVEY OF CENTER LINE TIES

SURVEY BY PAUL E. JACOBO R.E. 7857

DATE JUNE 12 1952

TR. NO. 19518
CO.SUR. F.B. 2096: 44

SURVEY OF Stokes Canyon Rd. F.B. Pg

SURVEY BY Pan American Eng. Assoc. TR. No. 24043

DATE May 30, 1953

Note: All 2x2.1" dia.
SURVEY OF Stokes Canyon Rd

SURVEY BY Pan American Eng. Assoc. TR. No. 24043

DATE: May 30, 1939

[Diagram of Stokes Canyon Rd with coordinates and measurements]
SURVEY OF Stokes Canyon Rd

SURVEY BY: Pan American Eng Assoc.

DATE: May 30, 1983

Note: All 2121 10'dn.
SURVEY OF STOKES CANYON RE

SURVEY BY Pan AMERICAN ENG ASSOC. TR No. 24043

DATE: MAY 30, 1953

E. C.
Sat 5 ft.

Sat 5 ft.
in Mac's Range

Sat 5 ft.
in P.P.'s Range

Set NET in
P.P.'s Range

Set NET in
P.P.'s Range

E. C. Sat 5 ft.
Stokes Canyon Rd

Survey of Stokes Canyon Rd

Survey by Pan American Eng. Assoc. TR No. 24043

Date: May 29, 1953

Note: All 20" = 1' dt.
SHT 1

NOTE: All 2" I.P. as called for were set except:
1. SWLY Cor. of Lot 81- NOT SET IN PR
2. MSEW Cor. Lot 78- LEFT IN BOLDER
3. N'ELY Cor. Lot 3- LEFT IN CONC. SPILLWAY
1ST Curve on Crown
Av. 6. W. 1/2 of Starlight
Crest Drive.
Note:
All Ties are to Steel Pins set in Curb unless otherwise noted.
E MAR VISTA STREET

TRACT BOUNDARY

SURVEY OF E MAR VISTA STREET tract

Surveyor: [Name]

Date: [Date]

Scale: [Scale]

KEMMERER ENGINEERING CO., INC.
145 NORTH PAINTER
WHITTIER, CALIFORNIA
OXFORD 4-5661
CO. SUR. F.B. 2096: 82

SURVEY OF

F.B.

SURVEY BY.

PG

DATE

TR. No.

lot 18

lot 19

lot 20

lot 36

lot 37

lot 38

Boulevard

2901

Ramsay

1800

2600

KEMMERER ENGINEERING CO., INC.
WHITTIER, CALIFORNIA
OXFORD 4-5661
SURVEY OF
SURVEY BY
DATE JUL 31 1959

A. RICHARD BROWN, JR.
REGISTERED CIVIL ENGINEER
7632 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BUENA PARK, CALIFORNIA
LAWRENCE 2-2333
CO.SUR. F.B. 2096: 93

Survey Tie Notes Tract No 20944
City of Glendale
Prepared By: Ralph B. Nonnewey
Registered Civil Engineer RE. 8080

July 29, 1959.

Set 2" E.P. Flush Tagged RE. 8080

 Sly Line of Tract

No Scale

[Diagram of land survey with annotations and measurements]
Survey Tie Notes  Tract No 20944
City of Glendale
Prepared by Ralph B. Nunley
Registered Civil Engineer
R.E. 8080 July 23, 1959

Set LFT in Ch. 1.60 J. of End of
set LFT. 26.00'

Set LFT. in Ch. 2.60 N. of B.C.

Set LFT. in Ch. 9.60 N. of B.C.

Set LFT. in Conc. Sidewalk on Prod from
West

Set LFT. Conc. Base of
Mail Box 4228 Lowell Ave.

Sheet 1
SURVEY OF CENTERLINE TIES

SURVEY BY LEONARD H. GOWDY, R.C.E. 4825

DATE JULY 27, 1989

TR. No. 23061

CO. SUR. F.B. 2096: 100

VILLA KNOLLS DRIVE

TRACT BOUNDARY

CURB

EDGECLIFFE

LANE

CURB

"CHIS.+" IN CURB

NORTH

NO SCALE
SURVEY OF: Ties
SURVEY BY: Tuttle Eng. Inc.
DATE: March 16, 1959

F. B. Po.

Survey by Tuttle Eng. Inc.

West Line
RS 2294

EAST

Set 2"x2" at Radius Pt.

AVE H-8

South Line RS 2294

Set 2"x2"
CO.SUR. F.B. 2096: 104

SURVEY OF: 4 Ties

SURVEY BY: Tuttle Eng Inc.

DATE: March 16, 1959

TR. No.: R.S. 2294

Set 2"x2" hub (at Wire fence)

Set 2"x2" hub

West Line
R.S. 2294

AVE.

122nd St. East
(PRIVATE)
Set 2" x 2" hub (at wire fence)

Get Sprinkler

123° S. EAST
West Line
R.S 2294

Set 2' x 2'

Set 2" x 2" 50% 66%

50% 60%

A.V.E.

Set 2' x 2' on 6' offset to RBR

H-4

122nd St
Set 2"x2" (at fence)

Set 2"x2" hub

AVE.

125th St. East.

EAST LINE
R.S. 229H
Survey of: # Ties
Survey by: Tuttle Eng Inc
Date: March 16, 1959

CO. SUR. F.B. 2096: 110

Set 2"x2" on Rail Pk
125 m S: East

East line
R.S. 2294

Set 2"x2"

Ave. H: B

South line
R.S. 2294

Set 2"x2"
SURVEY OF
SURVEY BY THOS. A. DAVIS - CHARGE SURVEYOR
DATE Aug. 1959

TR. No. 21775